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Blood Bound: Mercy Thompson, Book
2

Mechanic Mercy Thompson has friends in low places-and in dark ones. And now she owes one of
them a favor. Since she can shapeshift at will, she agrees to act as some extra muscle when her
vampire friend Stefan goes to deliver a message to another of his kind. But this new vampire is
hardly ordinary-and neither is the demon inside of him. --This text refers to the Mass Market
Paperback edition.
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Blood Bound picks up not too long after the first in the series, Moon Called. Introduced to mechanic
and sometimes-coyote, Mercedes Thompson in book one we get to dive right back into her world. A
walker raised by werewolves, trained in mechanics by a fae and friend to vampires and ghosts,
Mercy's world is far from ordinary. Blood Bound finds her vampire friend Stefan calling on her for
return of a favor from Moon Called (book one). There's a new vampire in town and he's brought a
demon with him. From here the story takes off at a stop-start pace involving both the local wolf pack
and the vampire seethe, even getting some of the fae involved. But it is Mercy's ability to speak to
ghosts that is in high demand and eventually she saves the day.With diverse characters carried
over from the first book and a few new ones salted into this one there were no faces I missed. I look
forward to more unique and enjoyable characters as the series continues. Her efforts to make Mercy
a girl-next-door-who-just-happens-to-be-a-shapeshifter character who is a girl most readers can
relate to are spot on. I won't compare her to other characters of books in this same genre because

she tops them all in sheer likability.As a native of the area Briggs' tale takes place in I was once
again impressed with her knowledge of the region and pleased at how well she carried me back
home through her accurate description of the simple things like the climate, local culture and real
places within the area. The unique choice of location certainly adds to the story as cities like New
York, New Orleans, Los Angeles and such, while all wonderful places, have been over-used in
similar series. Using an area not widely known has given this series a refreshing change from the
cliched and expected.

"Moon Called," author Patricia Briggs' introduction to the shapeshifting Mercy Thompson, was good.
"Blood Bound," the sequel, is better.Mercy lives among werewolves in a society that knows they -as well as various fae populations -- exist. But Mercy isn't a werewolf; lycanthropy is a culture based
in European roots, while Mercy's coyote shape is rooted in Native American lore. She is far less
powerful in her coyote form, but has certain advantages, such as a natural resistance to vampiric
mind games.That will prove to be a useful trait in "Blood Bound," which pits Mercy, the local
werewolf pack and the community of vampires -- who have not been revealed to the public at large
-- against a rogue vampire with a demon in thrall and powerful sorcerous abilities at his command.
As the body count rises and key characters are taken out of play, Mercy finds herself fighting an
enemy she can't even find, much less defeat with any certainty. To add a delicious layer of tension
to the story, her allies may prove as deadly as the sorceror she's hunting -- she definitely can't trust
them to watch her back.And all she really wants to do is keep her garage open for business and
tinker in her spare time on her beloved VW Rabbit.Refreshingly, the romance aspect of the story -Mercy has two powerful werewolves and maybe a vampire vying for her affections -- is subdued,
almost inconsequential to the plot. Some folks might be disappointed, but romance is making such a
heavy push into contemporary paranormal fiction, it's almost a relief to see it de-emphasized for a
change. Mercy is no heart of stone, but she certainly doesn't feel the need to have a man in her life,
for love or protection against the greater dark.
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